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About Us
Nvance Leap is a full-service agency fused marketing savvy with cutting edges digital skills to deliver project successes with measurable
results. We are composed of collaborative experts who come together to get things done.
We are proud of what we've delivered to our amazing clients since we started. We make sure to continuously equip our team with the
motivation, tools, and enthusiasm to provide services ranging from multimedia, advertising, and marketing that we design and strategize
delighting expectations.
A challenge at Nvance Leap is dealing with diverse types of clients, thus seen as a creative opportunity. Our company’s goal is to get our
clients’ business to increase their sales, build their profile and boost brands in this ever-changing air of the multimedia world.
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Mission & Vision

Our Commitment

Nvance Leap is a trusted firm in the Marketing
Industry that bridge gap between companies and
their customers. We aim to create a Coca-Cola
mixed with Apple. Yes, we Just do it like that.

We do not just commit. We deliver with results.
Now we can start working together.
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WHY NVANCE?
The better we know you, the more equipped we
are to work with you. Tell us about your goals, your
motivations and your struggles. Share us the good
and bad so we can deliver what it is exactly you
need. We are unwaveringly committed to serving
the best interests of our clients at all times.
We are easy to work with, takes initiative and
unafraid to take calculated risks to achieve the
best. We proceed with our passion and most
importantly, we get things done.
The key to achieving success with our partnership is
to keep an open line of communication between
our two companies.

We also aim to attract potential clients to your
business that share the same business values as
your company by reflecting your culture in the
marketing messaging.
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Our Services

CREATIVES

DIGITAL
STRATEGY

IT SOLUTIONS

PHOTO &
VIDEO

MARKETING
SUPPORT

EVENTS
MARKETING
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CREATIVES
• Design and Branding
• Social Media Marketing
• Website Design
• Display Advertising
• 2D Animation Video
• 3D Development

LEAP
AND
IMAGINE

Our team of producers and creative brand strategists translate original ideas into compelling designs to
reach, inform and create an impact to target customers.
We implement strategic designs (static or motion graphics) and custom branding solutions to increase digital
awareness and efficiently deliver your message across various media platforms.
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IT SOLUTIONS
• Web Hosting & Support
• Web Design & Development
• Mobile App Development (IOS and Android)
• Website – eCommerce
• Social Media eCommerce
• ERP System

LEAP
AND
SOLVE

Offering a great user experience on the digital platform with our best practices of UI Design, UX and CX,
Web Development, Digifocusedital Marketing, eCommerce and ERP system, we enhance the digital face of
your business both visually and interactively. Our web services combine aesthetic and functionality—
equipping your web platforms with high-end solutions, customer-friendly features and engaging content
that is fresh, unique and specific to your needs.
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DIGITAL STRATEGY
• Programmatic Marketing
• Email Marketing
• Social Media Management
• Content Marketing
• SEO
• Landing Page

LEAP
AND
SUSTAIN

• Data & Analytics

We provide one-stop digital marketing services to help businesses gain visibility among the online
community. Stretching our imagination in this digital space to generate leads that encourage conversion
and accordingly increase client sales.
Believing that data speaks louder than words, our digital strategy is unique that allows monitoring at
measuring a well-rounded marketing strategy geared to deliver results.
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PHOTO & VIDEO
• Photo Wedding Album
• Video wedding
• Wedding Coordination
• Film and AVP Concept & Editing
• SDE
• Food Photography

LEAP
AND
CAPTURE

With the collaborative tie-ups with our trusted partners, we can execute an exceptional gallery for special
events, weddings, and f&b related activities.
Our incredibly professional and geniuses behind the camera team creates images worth sharing. We
create just the right ambiance to bring out the best on every project
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MARKETING SUPPORT
• Marketing Support
• Social Media E-commerce
• Marketing Planning and Strategy
• Marketing Consultancy

LEAP
AND
COLLABORATE

We serve as an extension department of our clients, their “Marketing Department”. With the support and
strategy we develop, we always examine our clients current marketing efforts, build a list of
recommendations, provide tactical support, provide data-driven methodologies to ensure that our client
spend their time and money on the right people.
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EVENTS MARKETING
• Corporate Photo
• Corporate Video
• Events Planning and Management
• Events Support
• Events Marketing
• Events Consultancy

LEAP
AND
EXPLORE

We transform the brand’s vision into reality by crafting and creating a meaningful experience through our
PhotoVid services, BTL, ATL and TTL Strategies. There is no one-size-fits-all approach to marketing that’s why
we develop a strategy to create marketing solutions that fit your business needs.
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Our Clients – F&B| BEAUTY | FASHION

Our Clients – HEALTHCARES | EDUCATIONAL | BANKS

Our Clients – FLOWERSHOPS | TRAVEL & TOURS | CORPORATE

Our Clients – AEC INDUSTRY | MANUFACTURING | TRANSPORT
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Our Partner Clients
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Some Client Testimonials

Zuhair Ameen
Executive Director

Roselle Adducul
Estimator and Sales Manager

“I really appreciate your support & positive response. You
are very honest and I trust what you are doing.”

“On behalf of the AL Hadaf K-SPAN Company, I want to
thank Nvance Leap Marketing for the quality of work
service provided by your team. WE are genuinely grateful
for the outstanding customer care team and the level of
accountability and dedication demonstration by you on
the project and the way you conduct your business is
brilliant and praiseworthy.”
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Some Client Testimonials

CAREMO

Christian Redual

Business Development Manager

“I have high-regards with your professionalism. This makes
me feel confident in what you guys are doing for us.
That's No. 1 for me.”

“Nvance Leap Marketing help our brand grown so
dramatically from our corporate identity, marketing
collaterals and AVP presentation. Their professional
support team really help us a lot. We highly recommend
their services, we are satisfied.”
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OUR SET UP PROGRAM
“Let’s start small. See some results. Once we see that this is working and we’ve made
some money, we can look at stepping up to a bigger budget down the road”.
-Nearly Every Client We’ve Ever Worked With

Nvance Leap becomes your outsourced marketing department.
We approaches each engagement with our clients as if we are
business partners.
We’ll take time to understand what makes your company different
from everyone so we can use that special quality to develop a
unique value proposition.
We also aim to attract potential clients to your business that share
the same business values as your company by reflecting your
culture in the marketing messaging. We aren’t in the business of
generating thousands of useless leads who have no interest in your
services – the marketing we do generates leads that convert to
clients.

We.Get.It.
With our strategies, we can test
ground that will allow you to grow
without causing to spend more than
what you expect.
#1 STRETCH
#2 PREPARE AND POSITION
#3 GET SET AND GET GO
#4 RUN AND REVIEW
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Strategies
STRETCH
Let us know your goals and pain points
We can be an extension of your team. Let us understand your business
goals and pinpoint where you struggle. We can sit together as we
immerse ourselves in your company and look for sustainable solutions as
a team.
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Strategies
PREPARE AND POSITION
Creative and comprehensive planning
We will thoroughly analyze each part of your marketing goals and
leap it to a higher level. The strategic planning is vital to every
project's success. The process might be tedious but once executed
it deliver result and exceed expectations.
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Strategies
GET SET AND GET GO
Seamless Execution
It’s a marathon, not a sprint because we want to make sure that
every step of our plans is properly executed. We go the extra mile to
achieve the plans and exceed our client expectations and delights
their customers. Our lenient and flexible approach to every
adjustment required takes us best foot forward.
.
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Strategies
RUN AND REVIEW
Robust review and reporting
As a result-driven company, we are obsessed with quantifiable
evidence that we have helped our clients. A report and review will
be delivered and discussed to you. We’ll listen intently to you to get
a deeper understanding of the impact we have created and
moving forward to key learnings in the next successful projects.
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Partner with Nvance Leap…
Nvance Leap Marketing
www.nvanceleap.com
info@nvanceleap.com
+971 2 677 31 66
+971 529322 384
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
@NvanceLeap

@nvanceLeap

@nvanceLeap

Nvance Leap
Marketing

+971 52 932 2384

@nvanceleap
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